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Editorial

The Role of Barrier Dysfunction and Change of Claudin Expression in
Inflammatory Bowel Disease
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The polarized intestinal epithelial layer has a critical function
as a semipermeable barrier that separates the luminal contents
from the subepithelial structure of intestine. The role of barrier
dysfunction in intestinal epithelium has been known in many
intestinal diseases. Many insults to epithelia such as ischemia/
reperfusion, inflammation, and toxic injury lead to the loss
of this barrier function, which can be measured as increased
intestinal permeability in vivo or decreased transepithelial
electrical resistance (TER) in vitro . Especially, intestinal barrier
dysfunction has been shown to be involved in pathogenesis and
progression of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD).1,2 This barrier
dysfunction in inflamed mucosa is in large part due to specific
downregulation of key tight junction (TJ)-associated proteins
such as claudin, occludin, and ZO-1 by proinflammatory cytokines.3
As an important route of molecular movement across this
barrier, paracellular transport occurs through the most apical
contact point between adjacent epithelial cells, and is regulated by TJs, composed of occludin, claudins, tricellulin, and
junctional adhesion molecules.4 Among these molecules, the
27 members of claudin family are expressed differentially in
many tissues including intestinal tissue, and exhibit variable
functional properties. The primary role of claudins in the TJ is
the regulation of paracellular selectivity to small ions between
individual epithelial cells.4 The majority of claudin isoforms act
to increase TER, by selective decreases in cation permeability.4
In contrast to the other claudins, claudin 2 expression decreases
‘‘tightness’’ of the TJ in leaky epithelial tissues, by increasing
small cation permeability, through cation-permeable pores. The

combined expression patterns and ratios of the individual claudin family members determine the barrier function of tissuespecific TJs and therefore, the physiology of the tissue.4
Yuan et al .5 showed the changes in expression and distribution of claudins, increased epithelial apoptosis, and decreased
mannan-binding lectin (MBL)-associated immune response in
ulcerative colitis (UC), and their relationships with barrier dysfunction. Although the animal model of dextran sulfate sodium
colitis is not enough to explain whole aspects of epithelial barrier dysfunction of UC, they showed significant changes of major
claudin molecules, such as downregulation and redistribution
of sealing claudins (claudin 3, 5, and 8) and increased expression of the pore-forming claudin 2, which have been known in
previous studies.2,6 They also showed additional relationship of
apoptosis to barrier dysfunction. Apoptosis is well known factor
of mucosal injury in many intestinal diseases, which can lead to
barrier dysfunction. As for the relationship between decreased
MBL-associated immune response and barrier dysfunction, there
is no definite direct evidence in their direct interaction, and this
relationship may be secondary consequence of inflammatory response in IBD. To support the direct causal relationship between
MBL-associated specific immune response and barrier dysfunction, further studies are needed to show direct effect of MBLassociated immune reaction on barrier dysfunction. Actually, in
many pathophysiologic results of intestinal epithelial changes
in IBD, it is difficult to elucidate the causal relationship between
barrier dysfunction and mucosal injury and inflammation. The
barrier dysfunction can be involved in initiation and propagation of inflammation, and inflammatory cytokines can induce
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barrier dysfunction with vicious cycles.
Changes of barrier function can induce harmful or beneficial
effects on intestinal mucosa, depending on intestinal milieu.
Increased epithelial permeability may lead to epithelial injury
by allowing inappropriate influx of molecules through the TJ,
which may induce immune activation. In some conditions,
growth factors moved through TJ can bind and activate their
basolateral receptors, activating proliferative signaling pathway.7,8 In other way, increased TJ permeability in normal leaky
epithelium can give a physiologic role to wash out molecules
that may inappropriately diffuse from the intestinal lumen.7
Moreover, many factors from microenvironment of intestine
also are involved in regulation of barrier function. Some growth
factors from epithelial cells and microenvironment like epidermal growth factor and keratinocyte growth factor, have a role
in maintenance and change of barrier function via change of
claudin expression.9 In pathogenesis, propagation, and mucosal
recovery of IBD, many inflammatory cells and mesenchymal
cells gathered to inflamed sites, and secreted a lot of factors like
inflammatory cytokines and growth factors, for aggravation of
inflammation and mucosal repair. In the aspects of barrier function, inflammatory cytokines and growth factors have different roles, such as decrease or increase of epithelial tightness.9,10
Therefore, epithelial barrier function will be involved in every
steps of IBD, and their relationships will be complicated in the
cause-and-effect relationship.
In addition, claudins, main molecules involved in regulation
of barrier function, have been implicated in other pathophysiologic mechanisms besides barrier function. In such cases of
epithelial damage such as IBD, claudin 2 expression increase
in the progenitor compartment at the base of the crypts, a
leaky epithelium, where the majority of cell proliferation occurs.4 These findings suggest that inflammatory damaged colon
could induce more primitive proliferating crypt base cells to
promote repair function via claudin 2 expression, resulting in
a proliferative response. Moreover, Mankertz et al .11 has shown
the presence of functional cross-talk between CDX2 and the
Wnt pathway in the positive regulation of claudin 2 expression,
indicating the possible role of Wnt pathway-related claudin 2
expression in progenitor cell area of crypt for epithelial repair.
In this regard, increased claudin 2 expression might be related
to activation of epithelial progenitor cells by stromal factors for
rapid repair of damaged mucosa. In some studies, overexpression of claudin 2 induced more proliferative response and cell
migratory activity, and claudin 2 knockdown blocked growth
factor-induced proliferation.8 Collectively, these data suggest
that increased claudin 2 expression plays a role in promoting
cell proliferation and migration, which may augment epithelial
repair processes in IBD. However, it remains to be answered
how claudin 2, a charge-selective regulatory molecule of TJs,
has a direct relationship to cell proliferation and migration.

In the future study, we need to investigate the detailed me
chanisms of epithelial barrier dysfunction and permeability
defects, and their role in IBD, and extend to the development of
new therapeutic application, using modulation of epithelial barrier function.
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